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Debt Buyers Pay Attention 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you are a debt buyer and find it necessary to outsource a piece of your portfolio you may 

have to start paying a higher contingency fee to get the best service. Not since the start of the 

new millennium have contingency collection agencies seen respectable fee percentages to 

work older stage placements. 

As a veteran of working debt buyer placements from older portfolios such as tertiary, 

quaternary and out-of-statue (OOS), I have seen the industry get real when it comes to “paying” 

for service on accounts that have low liquidations. When our industry saw credit grantors 

starting to sell most of their portfolio to debt buyers who are mostly backed by investment firms 

who demand double digit returns annually, they (the debt buyer) would purchase the inventory 

then find agencies to work it sometimes at rates that were 10% to 15% less a than the credit 

grantors were paying. Collection agencies who specialized working the older paper accepted 

the placements at lower rates because that’s where the placements were coming from. Either 

you accepted the lower rate or found other business to work. 

Through 2006, working the older paper at lower fees was tolerable. With home refinancing 

catching fire and mortgage underwriters giving home loans at 10% to 20% over market value it 

was collection agencies and debt buyers who benefitted. Big payment settlements were 

normal. Collectors were getting $5,000 to $20,000 payments every month. Then the house of 

cards collapsed and the housing market dropped faster than the temperature in Minnesota just 

before a snowstorm hits. Mortgage brokers who were writing refinance loans like they were the 

hottest thing since the hula hoop suddenly could not write a lunch ticket. Our economy fell hard 

and so did the big payments. Ever since those months in 2007 the only way to survive in 

collections is to be accepting lower settlements over many months of payments. 

For the collection agencies working the older paper, a choice had to be made; continue or not 

continue to accept large volume of placements from debt buyers at fees normally set for prime 

or secondary placements on paper that liquidated at out-of-statue age. In most cases the 

collection agencies said “no mas” just like Duran told Sugar Ray Leonard in their second fight 

November 25, 1980. With declining liquidations for large placement volume agencies could no 

longer afford to work older placements at fee rates set for secondary placements. 

Let’s get back to 2012; the year the ARM industry has woke up. Debt buyers have realized they 

need to up the ante on the fee rate for outsourcing the older paper to collection agencies. In 

addition to increasing the fee rate, the debt buyers have also realized they need to lower 

settlement authority and settlement terms. Big payments are a rare sight. Just like how Mom 

and Dad gave you an allowance for keeping your room clean debtors need affordable 

payments these days. With unemployment over 8% (this written in Sept 2012) debtors, if they 

are working, are working new jobs at lower pay (Thanks Obama, you collect 4 million a year on 
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books sales while you lower the rate of pay for your supporters. I assure you I was not one of 

them). 

Today many debt buyers have increased the fee rate on the older paper they purchase and 

outsource. Finally we are back to rates more in line with the value of the placement age and 

liquidation percent. Tertiary, Quads and OOS paper is seeing rates at 50% or higher. One 

public debt buyer who specializes in OOS paper is giving fee rates as high as 65% on paper 

they once paid 50% on. To go along with the higher fee rate, the debt buyers have lowered the 

settlement blanket down to percentages as low as 10 cents on the dollar. On average, 

settlement blankets have been lowered down to 40 cents on the dollar when just five years ago 

they would only accept 50%. Not only have they made it once again attractive to work old paper 

with high fee rates, they are allowing settlements to be taken with up to 12 payments. 

Compared with a standard 3 payments that once was the rule. 

In summary, five years ago it became a loss loser to accept tertiary or older placements. These 

days if you want new business then you need to be looking for quads and out-of-statue paper. 

Debt buyers are the clients who hold this paper. Some are paying proper fee rates and good 

settlement options. Those that are holding on to 40% fee rates or lower will not receive the 

work effort that the debt buyers who pay 50% or higher, with good settlement options, will 

receive. Collectors are paid by fee dollars collected. Collectors migrate to accounts where they 

see the quickest path to commission money. Debt buyers who pay 50% are accounts of choice 

for these collectors and collection agencies. If you are a debt buyer who is paying less than 

50% on older paper, you will suffer the effort of top talent from the collection agencies because 

the top talent collector wants to work the 50% accounts. 

 
Source: collectionindustry.org 
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About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue & Arrears Collections, Debt Recovery 

and Agency Management Software Solutions. Profitera provides specific solutions to help its Customers 

focus on their clients, reduce arrears and optimize profits throughout their Revenue and Profitability 

Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue & Arrears Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency Management, 

Profitera continuously brings enterprise level scalable software technologies to the doorstep of its 

Customers. This helps to reduce Arrears Delinquency, Bad Debt and Improve Tracking & Profitability. 

Profitera, being a MSC status and TUV Quality certified company has its global HQ in Malaysia and 

leverages on partners for regional presence in ASEAN, Asia South, Middle East and Africa. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


